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by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
Bumstock will be held April 29 as
planned, but with a few changes.
Friday. University of Maine President
Dale 1 ick responded to a letter from
Orono Town Councilor Francis Martin
regarding an objection to holding the
concen in the field where Park Street
meets Rangeley Road.
The location of the concert has been
the source of controversy between Orono
residents who live near the concert site,
the Off-Campus Board, which helps
sponsor the event, and police and
L'Maine administrators because of litter
and parking problems
Orono residents have voiced concerns
about the peripheral damages that usualScott Sliney pulls a ',bee& in front of Fogler Library during a recent warm
ly result during the annual concert. The
owner of 95 Park Place, an apartment
complex across from the concert site,
doesn't want people other than his
tenants using his parking facilities.
After an April 12 meeting of residents,
town officials, UMaine administrators,
and student leaders, a list of recommenSHEFFIELD, England (AP) -man for himself. There_ were people
dations was drawn up in the form of a
lawmakers Sunday demanded changed
screaming and screaming."
letter to Lick.
in stadium designs, including a ban on
Seventeen-year-old Wayne Adams said
The letter said "the former Cabin field
antiliot fences, after a mad rush at a
he was about five rows from the front
location is the best available site...Thr im soccer match trap
thousandsof fans
of the crowd. "I realized it was serious'
mechacy of the event, uncertain weather
behind one of the steel barriers. At least
when I saw one of the lasses standing
conditions, and other large scale public 94 people died.
near me just turn blue in the face. She
activities scheduled concurrently with
Prime minister Margaret Thatcher
went down. She was dead. That was
Bumstock make alternative areas inapvisited Hillsborough stadium and proit," he said.
propriate."
mised a public inquiry into Saturday's
Police defended the decision to open
Strategies for insuring "a successful
disaster, which turned a sciccer cup
16-foot-wide steel gates outside the'
and safe concert for all, pan icipants and
semifinal into a nightmare.
stadium just as the match between the
non-participants" were outlined.
Then she visited hospitalized survivors
Liverpool and Nottingham Forest teams
The university and OCB must erect a
and listened to their accounts of Britain's,
began. Last-minute arrivals then poured
fence along the south side (Grove Street) worst sports disaster. •
into a ,central standing-room-only secof the field running north to south, and
"We were shouting out (to the police) tion, pressing those already
inside
must erect another fence along Park
to get us oul and they just couldn't mose
against the steel mesh fence.
us," 33-year-old John Davis told her.
The sturdy 10-foot-high fence, angled
"It was just sheer bedlam. It was esery
(See BUMSTOCK page 3)
in atdhe top to stop people from scaling

staff photo Ds Bonnie Whitener

afternoon.

British lawmakers urge ban on anti-riot
fences after stadium collapse kills 94

alk

it, presented them from escaping over
the top to the field. Some were crushed
to death. Others Suffocated or were
trampled trying to fight their way out of
the crowd or when the barrierfinally.
collapsed.
South Yorkshire's chief constable,
Peter Wright, said a senior officer decided to open the gates "to save people's
lives and to relieve the crush outside."
An investigation was expected to focus
on allegations that some fans entered the
sold-out stadium, which has a capacity
of 54,000, without tickets or with forged tickets, and why so many were still
outside as the match began.

(See SOCCER page 10)

Hot jet sprays tested in beach cleanup of oil spill
VALDEZ.Alaska(AP) — State and federal officials
ficials say the booms are being stockpiled at nearby
dissected Exxon's cleanup plan for hundreds of miles 'Port Graham to make :hem easier to deploy when the
of shoreline Sunday as an ens irolnentally risky steam cleaning, method was tested on'rocks blackened by
"People here in Homer are being jerked around,"
America's worst oil spill.
said Lee McCabe. a resident who was building booms.
Oil from the 10.1 million-gallon spill, mostly in the
"If the fishermen in this town fished like Exxon deploys
form of tar balls and mousse-like foam. threatened
booms, you'd never see a fish on the dock."
Homer and other ports on fish-rich Cook Inlet. In
Exxon workers tested cleanup methods on blackenKodiak, the nation's No. 1 fishing port, herring from
ed rocks at Block Island, including high-pressure, hota closed Hillery were examined for contamination.
water sprayers. The company has about 200 of the
Homer residents complained of delays in placing log
sprayers, but they have not been used previously with
booms they have built to protect their town. Exxon ofsalt water.

Cold-water techniques, even those using high
pressure, have little impact on microorganisms tuld
maYthe life. But the jets, of high-pressure steam
_upend rocks, strip away sand and gravel and kill beach - fife -Scientists say it takes up to two years for life to
return to the sterilized shore.
Admiral Paul Yost, the Coast Guard commandant
sent by President Bush to hasten the operations, said
the steam'method is the only one that can
be_ believes
. .
elapse the Sound's shoreline.
(see ‘ALDEZ page 10)
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UMF police officer nearly hit by shot

MaiNE Day 499
tt44
Service Projects
Wake-up Parade
Concert

00zebal:

heard a crash of glass behind her. She
FARNI1NGTON, Maine'(AP) —
called
fled to the police- station
Campus police plan to continue their
,n
Harper.
‘%he
investigiation 'next -week 'into
Harper Ault,.1. ht so
shooting in which:a.police officer at
the see ic
returned
to
Farmthe University of Maine at
approximate
ol • inlig of
the
injury:
ed
escaped
ington narrowly
the shot. Harper said the projectile
Officer Priscilla Hart was walking
her rounds at the larminvon campus _shattered a safety glasiwindow in the
Friday morning when she was nearly' library a,Joss the street from Alallett
- •
Hall.
struck by a bullet orpellet that'passlibrary- wrndo*
broken
(he
said
He
shattered
a
ed trough lief hair- and
was made of half-inch safety glass,
nearby window; eampusliolice said.
omf that closer-- inspection revealed
"I consider this a serioussnu
tion." It. Robert Harper said , other holes in the windows there and
"Another inch lower and 'he sho:- -111.Scott South dormuors,Harper said
he, is o.insideffug_
would base hit her in the temple
rtriated
and
Hall
between
was
Mallen
Hart
he red beam of light that piegeedthe !slantor I ihrart at the tiniservit.:,
,ith:scopeshot , syd• produced bv a
cominunity college when she noticed
modern laser tspe tvr scope that can
a abeam of red light focused on her
,
c t. attached. to any *capon. Harper
Jot hing.., according to Harper. Liar'
heat:
whit
somethiag.
her
hs
• felt
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(AP) — Frustrated l's federal ina.- -.
tion. at least a doren .states are
debating hills that would force con'
panics to pros ide health insurance to
the millions of workers who earn too
little to afford coverage and too much
to be eligible for Medicaid.
The 24.million -members'of or k ing families. are at the center of a
growing legislative battle—between
hospitals seeking to cut billions of
dollars in losses and small businesses
that sas. they are unable to insure their
employees.
The war oser the uninsured working poor had been fought and lost in
Congress. and was renewed again last
week by Sen. Edward M. Kenneth.
D.Maas.
"It is time to make health care a

has!: riFht tor al.. not iust an (*WV,
se nris'lege IL O: MC 1(..M Kenneth
.•,ild as-he and.RetY -Henry Wasmai,
introduced legislation that
would require employers to. .b...10
health insurance for all lull-time
empldVees. Similar legislation failed
last year..
hi 1914 Hastaii became the first
state to order businesses to provide
health insurance to their employees.
hut only'.MassachusenClalowed its
example.
This year, at least a dd?en states, in
cluding California. Florida, Illinois
and Ohio, are debating 'bills that
would order companies to cos er
%OfifiriS. impose tai_IXIMILICI
those thit don't offer incentives for
those that do:
•
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Firm statistics are not available on
the number of abortions performed
each year nor on who has them.
Moreover, the survey by the Alan
Guttrnacher Instifute_confirms That
most abortions are -.performed .on
white, middle-class women because
they make up the bulk of the population of women of childbearing -age.

nsissci 4
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Canadian Studies course clusters require '2 credit no's anq are avaliaOie
in these areas.
New England and the At:antic Provinces
Canadian Culture
Modern Canada
French Canada
C.,curs'es taKe- a' a Cat-a: aniav
•

6
-

Canadian Amencan Cer.!e,
- 154 College Avenue
University of.Riatrre:
Orono, Maine 044::

WASHINGTON(AP)— Hispanic
and black women, women with low
incomes. thoseliving with someone
t hes are not married to, and those in.
school are statistically more likely to
undergo abortions that women in
general, according to a private survey.

However, the extensise saves" by.
the New Yor k-based _non - profit
group that studies reproductive issues
suggests that women in various
categories have a statistically
disproportionate 'hare or abortions
relative to their r
nu-abers.
--- For examplc--'1--foand that -now-white women ma'ru 16./ percent of
the childbearing-..ge • oot ilations. hut
accounted .for 31,4 p. cent ()I the
abortions.
White women ac00 ited for 68.6
percent of'.those s :ki ig abortions.
hut 83.3 percent di ,h childbearing;
agc. population,• c .iderect • 5-to-44
for purposes of t 1,_ Nurse...

Spanish envoy, 16 others reported killed
during heavy shelling in Lebanon

A proi
Reside
Estabr
581-451

BEIRUT. Lebanon(AP) — Spain's
killed when the shell exploded.
' ambassador to Lebanon anc
.1 at least
I he 'envoy's lebancse wife, lomana
.16-other people were killed Sunday in
\ys wad, was seriously
fierce anillery exchanges between
his 2-year-old son Diego suffered -Christians and an alliance ofSyrian
unspecified, police reported! Earlier
and Moslem gunners, police said.
reports said- Is. Awwad was killed.
Ambassador Pedro Manuel de
De Arictegui's 1-year-old'daughter,
Aristegui, 61„Aied while undergoing
Alexandra, escaped unhurt.
surgery to remove shrapnel fragments
1)c Aristegui had served -in that hit his head When an anillers
Lehanon since lune 1984 Police said
shell blasted his villa in the.christiin
the shell that. killed • him was fired
suburb of Hadath, east of Reim:,
In= a SVrian-eontrolled area in West
police reporteL.
14e1rut. 1 het did not speci' tsho fired
P_olice -said his Lebanese father:in:,,_
- ..1t. _kit the Christian-n- radio st*-:
6661-vij ircyou-SieZ Wwaii; and
lions said it was a Syrian at- !iery unit
Awwad's other daughter, amia. were
oil hill above the Capita:

_
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•Bumstock
Street to "facilitate the Orono Police
Department in moving pedestrians
across the street at_ .specific locations."
More signs must be provided by
Facilities.Management directing cars to
-tom:campus parking lots. Additional
pOrta-toilets must be provided.
To prevent littering, student monitors
must also patrol Grove Street and "nearby areas" of Park Street. Residents of
Grove and Park streets must be notified
that they can call student government so
student can be-dispaiched to rernOve
the litter
Lick asked the Concert Park
Assembly Task FOrce, which has been
reviewing siteslor a permanent outdoor
concert Wild), to provide a final report
with recorornendanons and sour_ces.for
funding b) Ma)
_ Mike Scott, a member of the OCR,
said most of the recommendations were
things that the OCR had already been
doing. at Bumstock.
"The fence(on Park Street) is the only thing we have a problem with," hi
said. "It's going to make it look like a
police state. It'll look totally
ridiculous."
Scott said the area where Bumstock is
held has always been cleaned after the
event.
"By 12 o'clock the day after, that area
is spotless," he said.
He said the litter problem is
"unavoidable", but the ckan-up has
always taken care of the trash, even trash
that has been on the ground over tht
winter.
"No matter what happens, they're going to do it. There'll always be a few people (littering). There's nothing you can
do about it."

PEER
EDUCATOR
PROGRAM

r11 17, 198k)

ew Arrivals at Rose Bicycle__ _
ontinued from page

1989 CT and M1E1.1
Mountain and road bikes

Regarding„atcoholic parties during
Bumstock, Scott said "that's not the
type of thing we're promoting."
"We don't allow drinking. If we move
Bumstock on campus, they're still going
to have parties off campus," he said

36 A Main Street
866-3525
• Nfw.evancled hours beginnirkg Apnl 19th!
Mon - Fri 6:30 - 8:30. Saturday 9:30 - 3:30

An education for those who can't look the other way.
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PEER EDVCATORS NUDE
Opportunities are available to become a Peer Educator
for Residential Life's Peer Educator Program:
• acquire knowledge in the areas of sexuality, life skills, academics, and student development
• develop skills in communication, program development, and workshop presentation.
• apply your knowledge and skills in providing learning materials and opportunities to your

U ARE A POTENTIAL PEER EDUCATORS IF YOU...
• have good communication skills
• able to work independently

are open to learning

• like to work with others

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IF YOU...
* have workstudy or not
• are male or female

A program through
Residential Life.
Estabrooke Hall
581-4561

* have student status
are interested in working
6 - 10 hours per week

PICK UP-YOUR APPLICATION AT:
Residential Life Program Office
Estabrooke Hall
Or Call 581-4561, Sheri Cousins
There will be an information sessiokon_Wednesday. April 19th.
at 4:30 p.m. in the Program Office; Estabrooke Hall
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Wright prepares Tor ethics committee report
WASHINGTON (AP) ••—: • House
speaker. Jim Wright said Sunday he,,is
eager tO defend himself against allegations of ethics violations, asking that a
hearing be held within hours after the
release of a formal ethics committee

report.
• "I ant requesting the earliest possible
opportunity to appe.ar.-before the committee to inswer specifically any statement of alleged violations,," Wright
said in a letter the speaker's office said

Penobscot Terrace Apartments
Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month,
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 idle from the UM campus
Cali 866-7414

and leave a messagefor Mrs. Straum

was' livered Sunday afternoon to the es'dentiary standaird'haa been met,as releaders of the ethics committee..
quired h) committee rule 10," he told
,"I am prepared,to appear as early as the panel, know n officially as the ComMonday afternoon. but certainly, the mittee on Standards of Official
committee should be able to schedule a Conduct.
'hearing within seven days." Wright
,Wright referred to committee prowrote to Reps. Julian Dixon. D-Calif.. cedures by which the panel, having
and John Myers, R-1nd. The cOmmittee issued its initial report listing possible
is-scheduled to issue its report Monday
violations,• wouldjhen move on to determorning.
eything, to recommend
=
mine what,i
Wright noted in his letter that "there to. the full
in the way of censure .
are many procedural rights available to or reprimand.
me which could postpone final commitWright said he believed it was "in the
tee action for months" but emphasized
Is's* interest of the House,r as well as the
that he minted to move quickly and ex- • nation, to resolve this matter as quickly
pressed hope the committee would put
as possible."
its own deliberations on a fast track.
- Wright liii-Iii-d-ibe-business al&
"After my appearance. I would hope
House in dealing with major legislation
that the committee would proceed directis being hampered by the attention
ly to 'the final state of determining
focused on his. case.
whether the 'clear and consincing'
-I continue to believe that I have not
violated any House rules, and 1 am ab
solutely certain that 1 hive never knowingly or intentionally done so."
Wright_ said.,
After launching hi.s pub'', defense
Thursday with a long presentation shat
was beamed via television into millions
ctf homes,'thespeaker remained at home
Sunday,out Of public view, as he and the
other players in the unfolding political
drama readied themselves for the release
Monday of the committees report. But
his chief understudy --House Majority leader Tom Foley. the man who
would s.ucceed him should -Wright by
forced to step down — was on a 11%c
ielcsision interview show trying toskecy
the waters,cairn.

John Cafferty And The
Beaver Brown Band

*Wednesday, April 19th
8:00 p.m.
at the Field House
UMaine, Orono
with special guest
In The Flesh

Wreck of
sunken steamer
believed found
O.*

Tickets:
$3 Maine Day Participants
$9 General Public

- Maine Day rarticpalani•fan iniV tit k444w+th
button• on Irnl 19111
12.00 2.00 p m Ai Barba, ur
2.00 p m so show.tt me at iel d hou

General Public Tickets available at the:
GrasshopperShoprclowntown_Bangor_.
ROC Office,-3rd floor Memorial-Union,tAfaine
Student Activities Office, Colby College
* for more information call 581-1760
581-1761

sponsored by:
EAST, WET,SOUTki,
CAMPUS AREA BOARDS
THE OMCE OF THE PRESIDENT -
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,
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carnptis
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The %Amu! tioaw
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BOSTON (API — The steainer
Portlanct-iihkh djei
n a srOirri
91 s-ears ago with as many as .200
passengers aboard, has been fo_un4.011
the bottom of the Atlantic ..off t-he
Massachusetts toast, an oceanographer
said Sunday.
"Thetis no doubt; -we've got it.
said John —Fish- -of -The- -Historic-al.
Maritime Group of New England, who
worked with Arti101d Carr and William
.McElroy for 13 years to wise the mystery
-of-the-Portbind.
The old side-wheeler's .hull was
discovered _ _Wednesday in 300 feet of
-water-taseof BOW" fish said,-refusing to be more specific about the
location__ .
"The find is particularly significant,
not only because the Portland was one
of the worst maritime disaster in-Athe
Northeast, but because it _remained
shrouded in mystery," said Paul
Johnston of the Smithsoniaji Institution
Indications that the hull -was cut
lengthwise when it went down in 189S
"We expeved something . weather
beaten," .:Fish said. "We- found
something that appeased tolavc exiAoded."
The group will not salvage the wreck,
ish said. V.Iere considering If to be a
memorial and we feel it's a grave where
between 130 and 200 people lost their
lives," he said. There were no
survivors.
The ship-left Boston--at 7 p.m. on the
Saturday after Thanksgiving. 1898.
bound for POrtland. Maine. The storm
hit-about three hours:ester.
By the time it ended, a total of 141
vessels',, and 438 lives had been—TiCst.
Because of the missing side-wheeler, it
came -to be catkxt the Portland Storm.
Bodies and flotsim from the ship washed ashore on Cape Cod.
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THIS CAN GET YOU TO THE INTERVIEW....

BUT THIS COULD
GET YOU THE JOB!
IBM
Seniors, come and
see Mike Henry at
the
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MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
MWF 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
T Th
2-3 p.m.
11 SHIBLES HALL,
UM
NSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER

DOS 4.0
Microsoft

Windows
Word
Excel
hDC Windows Express
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Kemp moves to make drug-related evictions easier
WASHINGTON (AP) — Housing
Secretary Jack Kemp said Sunday his
department will make illegal drug use or
sales a specific violation of public hous
ing leases as a way to ease the eviction
process for local authorities.
Kemp announced the step as he released a report describing actions public
housing authorities. around the country
are already 'taking to solve drug-related
problems.
In a prepared statement, the secretars
of Housing and Urban Development
said HUD would inform local housing
authorities of ways they can use already
appropriated federal funds .to..make.,

physical and management improvements
aimed at improving security against drug
He said HUD would publish a notice
informing local housing authorities that
leases must include explicit provisions
that allow termination of the lease if any
member of a household or person under
the tenant's control engages in drugrelated criminal activity.
In February, Kemp asked the
managers of some 3.000 public housing
authorities, which run federally subsidized public housing projects, to report to
him on hOw they are fighting drugs in
the projects.
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Bangor. Very quiet I BR. newly renovated
single apt. Newly furnished. Private entrance
Perfect for non-smoker,wout pets. Available
May 15 or June 1 to September I. Asking only
$250/month plus utilities. Deposit and 3 month
Lease requested Call Joe at 941-938/ -

THE DEPARTMENT OF PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCES
AND
THE SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE PROGRAM
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around priijects, establish guarded entrances, require photo identification
cards of residents and take other steps
to increase security.
He also said he would waive HUD requirements for hearing in eviction cases,
provided state laws accord with tenants
due process in thecourts.Dropping the
HUD hearings was welcomed by some
housing
authorities, but others said it
"The responses I have received make
would
little to speed up evictions for
do
it clear that law-abiding residents in
drug-related
crimes.
public housing want to be freed from the
Kemp
said
he would inform housing
plague of drug dealers and drug abusers,
and the criminal activities they create authorities that existing HUD subsidies
through its Comprehensive Improveand spread," he said.
ment Assistance program may be used
Kemp last week proposed a series of for drugrelated security such as lighting
steps for fighting drugs in Washington. and other means of securing areas. The
D.C.,, public housing projects and said he moiscy can also be used to improve
would recommend them as well to all screening of prospective tenants, luring
public housing agencies around the. ‘Stat t to rim.drug program, and organizanation.
tion of neighborhood watch patrols, the
He suggested authorities put fences department said.

HUD said is had received responses
from more than 1,000 housing agencies
so far. It said drug-related problems were
reported by 70 percent of the medium
and large public housing authorities
(managing 500 or more units)
responding.
One third of the small housing agencies reported drug problems.

Army adding low impact' drills
to reduce boot camp injuries
NEWARK, N.J.(AP) — The increasing. numbers 'of "couch potatoes"
enlisting in the Army are getting injured
so oftenthat the brass has instructed
'drill sergeants to add some "low-impact"
'Y I
exercise to basic training.
"It's our opinion that the young people coming into the military now have
spent more time in front of the TV than
on the tennis court or a softball
field." said U. Col. John Anderson.
an Army podiatrist who says he can't
remember recruits being in worse condition in his 20-year career.
A new Army directive says the third
week of boot camp, when out-of-shape
recruits apparently become particularly
vulnerable, will consist of low-impact
aerobics, which are exercises that involve
constant movement but not running and
Jumping.
"The third week was standing out as
the place where most of those avoidable
injuries were showing up," said
Richard Dowling, a spokesman for Fort
Dix. one of the Army's eight basic training postt s.
"I'll sas that naturally eseryone has
sore muscles, beginning with day 2. But

the accumulation over two w&cks,,iussi
especiAlly• the 'accumulation into the
third week, would lead to relatively more
.strious injuries," he said.
Anderson, stationed at Fort Dix's.
Walson Army Hospital. attributed the
injuries,to inactivity among the Army's
prime pool for recruits, high school
students.
"They really are in poor condition,"
he said. r"Nationally. many school
systems are not making physical education a mandatory course, or it's being
dropped back to once a week. That certainly has had an impact on the general
condition of the incoming trainee."
Besides Fort Dix, the Army posts affected by the directive are Fort Jackson,
S.C.; Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.; Fort
KnoX, Ky.; Fort Benning, Ga.; Fort Sill.
Okla.; Fort Bliss, Texas; and Fort
McClelland, Ala.
Col. Margarete DiBenedetto, a physician whose recommendations led to the
directive said research shows stress fractures affected as many as 10 percent of
the recruits at some posts, although most
posts showed fracture rates ranging between 2 and 4 percent.
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Black Bears outlast Hartford Hawks 10-9
third one out later on a single
by Tim Scott.
Brian Sequin reached HartWith the wind blowing out at
ford reliever Mark Ciarkowski
(2-2) for a single up the middle
Mahaney Diamond, just about
to break the tic.
anything can happen.
"That was definitely the big
Add two teams looking for a
hit for us." Asir:kin said.
chance to break out on offense,
"Without question."
and a defensive struggle is not
But the game wasn't decided
likely.
until later. %hen Crossley retied
By the time the University of
the game with his third homer
Maine had finished its h.ome
of the game off relicser Jim
baseball opener against the
Dillion, who picked up the win.
University of Hartford, this had
"Jim did a good pickup job
all come true.
for us." Winkin said.
The Black Bears needed two
The bottom of the seventh
runs in the bottom of the
started out with two walks as
seventh off a double from ColCzarkowski had control
in. Ryan to hold off Hartford
problems.
10-9 and withstand an outstanMike Dual sacrificed the runding performance hy- Brian
ners to second and third and,
Crowley.
after an intentional walk. Ryan
The Hawks' senior right
hit a line drive off the fence in
fielder cranked four home runs
right center field to drive in two
to tic the New England Division
runs.
I record for one game set by
°serail. Ryan had two
UMaine's Billy Reynolds(1986)
doubles and use RBIs. ..
and the University of Rhode
Relief ace Mike LeBlanc
Island's Tony Hill (1985).
But it was not enough as the came in to gain his sixth save in
the eighth after Dillion gave up
Black Bears scored in all but
a single. turning a 1-6-3 double
three innings to survive and
raise their record to 13-19, 4-0 play. to end that threat.
But once again in the ninth.
in the ECAC New England
.
Crowley put another over the
conference.
fence, his fourth of the game,
Hartford dropped to
before LeBlanc struck out Pat
3-3 in the conference.
Hedge to end the game.
With the score tied at seven
"It was just an awesome-after a five-run outburst by
Hartford in the fifth inning display." Winkin said of
drove out UMaine starter Ed Crossley's four home runs. "Ohwith the weather.
Therrien, the hosts regained the
lead on what Head Coach John something like this is possible,
Winkin called the key hit of the but it was just an awesome
display.
game.
"I was just happy to get the
Mike DeLucia doubled to
right center and advanced to win. But we will need the wind

Dan Bus

by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
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l Maine's turn %colt tries to
breakup a double-play attempt
by Hartford in haturcla,'s

10-9 win. The Black Bears won
despite a record-hung (our

to turn around if we are to stop
them better tomorrow."
UMaine got off to a good
start with three runs in the first
two innings while starter 'Therrien was cruising.
Crowley and Jeff Bagwell
each homered in the top of the
fourth for Hartford on high
fasthalls, which cut the lead to
•
one.
"I. think those (two home
runs) shook his confidence."

Winkin said. "He didn't concentrate as well after that "
The fifth was a nightmare tor
UMaine, as Hartford took adsantage of sc%eral errors, and
another Crossley home run, to
tie the score-at seven.
The Black Bears had just
scored four runs in the fourth,
a two-run ,double from Ryan
(sound familiar?) being the key
Therrien gase up a single to
Al Tolomco on an 0-2 pitch

home-.run day from
Hawks' Brian Crosslys.

the

before hitting the, next batter.
settled doss ii for the nest two
outs before he collapsed:
.
A two-run homer
'Crowley (six RBIs cn the day),
two singles and a walk later,
Dillion tomes in to apparently
end the carnage with a ground
hall to the infield, but ... .
But Del ucia dropped the
final out at first base, allowing
-1-11t veins run to score.

UH's Crowley has dream
game: four home runs
And Bean
Staff Writer
When a baseball player
gets four hits, it's a great
game. But when all the hits
are home runs, that's an
outstanding game.
University of Hartford's
right fielder Brian Crossley
had an outstanding game
Saturday afternoon against
the University of Maine.
Crowley hit four home
runs in a row off three
UMaine pitchers that were
gone as soon as they left his
bat.
He never put the ball on
the ground in fair play. He
flied out to center in the first
inning and then in his next
four plate appearances hit
four _:_home runs to tie

Jim Dillon; -who replaced
thernen in the fifth, gave up
the third home run to
Crowley in the seventh inning. This time he took the
gurveball to center.
In the ninth inning
Crowley faced UMaine pitcher Mike LeBlanc. He said
he wasn't thinking home run.
but,he put a fastball over the .
fence in left field.
"(LeBlanc) was throwing
pretty good .., I choked up
on the hat about a half inch
and just got it on the barrel," Crolley said.
UMaine head coach
John Winkin said, "It was
an awesome display."
It was a day of hitting that
resulted in a well-deserved.
standing osation.

New -England
rcrord- for the—most in a
game.
Bill Reynolds (Maine,
1986) and Tony Hill (Rhode
Island, 1985) also hit four.
Crowley used the whole
•field in his record hitting performance, hititing one to
right field, one to center and
two to left field.
"When I'm on, I usually
spray it around," Crowley'
said.
Crowley first home run, in
the fourth inning, went to
right field off a fastball from
UMaine starter Ed Therrien.
His next two homers came
off curveballs. In the fifth inning he took a pitch from
Therrien and sent it over the
fence in left.

The weather didn't cooperate Sunday, so ...
Sunday's doubleheader with Hartford was postponed due
to rain and rescheduled for today at 1 p.m.
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Black Bear track women finish
third in meet at Fitchburg State
behind Springfield, Holy Cross
Dan Bustard

by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer

The University of' Maine women's
track team put in a strong performance
in finishing third in a six-team meet held
at Fitchburg State College Saturday.
Springfield College barely held off
Holy Cross 100 points to 99 to win the
meet, with UMaine next at 84, Fitchburg
State fourth with 50, Assumption Colkge fifth with 12 and the University of
Opening day at the University of
Lowell sixth with nine.
Maine.
Assistant coach Emily Spiteri was exCloudy day. Good-sized breeze.
tremely' pleased with her team's effort in
Around 40 degrees.
the meet.
What else would you expect?
"Our team has the biggest number of
It just wouldn't be an opener in
memIrs-in sears," Spiteri said. "With
Maine without Mother Nature doing
this -team, I expect a strong showing at
her darnnest.
the New England meet (to be held at
But there were many things that
Colby College).
happened this day that help to set
"I was pleased with the throwing conapart baseball in Maine from the rest
tingent, which ha's been improving
of the world.steadily each week. They have been
For exampie:
working hard outdoors in the rain and
The new clubhouse was officialb.
cold, and it is paying off."
broken in when a Hartford player
Since UMaine has never had a large
fouled on off the top in the seventh
women's track team, even this year,
inning, probably making Dale Lick
seseral performers ran, threw or jumped
feel pretty good (that it didn't break
in several events.
any windows, that is).
Carol Beale competed in four events,
• ••
Melissa Brancely. Mary Meehan, Karen
When Brian Crowley hit his fourth
Pfandcr and Heather Killion in three
home run in(he top of the ninth innand Tina Meserve in two.
ing, what fans that did show up gave
This was opposed to Springfield, who
the Hartford senior .a_ standing
had a very deep team at the meet.
ovation.
"Springfield had a lot of people,"
Not a one of those four shots were
Spiteri said. "They had two, three or
weak, as each was gone as soon as it
four people in each esent while we had
left the bat. Seldom at any level does
one or maybe two."
a player get this many home runs in
One of the main objectives Spiteri set
a game, and the fans knew that it
her team this week was to get as
for
would be awhile to see something like
many athletes qualified for the New
this again.
Englands, and seven did.
User.
Kim Camire (javelin), Brancely (high
• •.
jump and 4X100 meter relay team),
Len Harlow threv out the
Beale(400-meter intermediate hurdles),
ceremonial first .pitch.
Edette Williams, Killion and Karen
Usually, a local lurninars comes
Pfander (4X100 meter relay team),
out, shakes some hands, throws out Meserve (1,500 and 3,000 meters) and
the ball and leaves.
Priscilla Clark (shot put) all met the
But Harlow is retiring June .1 after
respective standards Saturday..
over 20 years of being associated with
"I was impressed with Tina,"
the sports information_department at
Spiteri said. "She is coming off a string
UMaine.
--arinjuries and ran the 1,500 for fun. For
Harlow-alio-spent-Thenrevious 18
her to qualify for New Englands is a
at the local newspaper (I won't print
testiment to her talent."
their name due to the obviously comWinners for UMaine were Michelle
petitive nature of their rag and our Mathieu in the triple jump, Camire in
daily).
the javelin, Kim Pierce in the 400 meters
The throw was nothing special, but
and the 4X100 meter relay' team.
then again they neser arc.
Next for the women will be a meet at
Harlow jogged out onto the field
Dartmouth College in Hanover, N.H.
with a smile, did his thing and jouThe University of Vermont and Harvard
edoff, still with that same smile, just
University will also make the _trip.
like he did his job all these years.
Renee Laber, who missed the meet at
Gonna Miss ye; Len.
State due to injury, will not
Fitchburg
•••
compete for the rest of the outdoor
The sun wandered out from behind
season for personal reasons.
the clouds every once and awhile, but
the last four innings where what
—SPRINGFIELD 100, HOLY CROSS
anyone would describe as your typical
99, UMAINE 84, FITCHBURG STATE
icebox.
50; ASSUMPTION 12, LOWELL 9
Not that this is a surprise, for it
wouldn't be baseball in Maine
Javelin — Pignetare (Spr), Camire
without some adverse weather
(UM), West (Spr)-winning throw-119' 2"
conditions.
Hammer throw — Ewing (FS),
But as I sat outside (I refused to go
Theodore (Spa Welch (Spr)-winning
into the press box unless it rains,
throw-130' 4"
although' I might .change my mind
Long jump — Baskin (HC), West
soon) with what few friends I had, my
(Spr), Dalton (As)-winning jump-I6' 10
bottom seemed to become one with
1 2"
the seat.
High jump — Magre (FS), Brancely
The scat was metal, making its
(UM), Markey(HC)-winning jump-5' 4"
retention tif'sub-zero temperature it
400-meter intermediate hurdles —
Zeludance (Spr), Zern (HC), Beale
(we OPENING page
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r
(UM), Killion (UM)-winning time-13.2
(UM)-winning time-1:07.2
4X100 meter relay' —UMaine, ieconds •
Triple jump — Mathieu (UM),
Springfield, Fitchburg State-winning
time-51 seconds
Markey (HC), Bennett (Spr)-winning
1,500 meters — Sullivan (HC), jump-33' 8"
800 meters — Finn (HC), Livingston
Kraeger (HC), Anderson (Spr)-winning
time-4:38.7
(HC), Fenno (FS)-winning time-2:16.3
200 meters — Daley (NC). BaSkfil 110-meter high hurldes — Daley(HC),
Killion (UM)-winning time-26.6
(HC),
William (Spr), West (Spr)-winning
"--e-15.3 seconds
3,000 meters — Reilly(HC), Meserve
Discus — Francisco(Spr), Ewing(FS),
(UM), Moloughney (HC)-winning
Welch (Spr)-winning throw-117' 9"
time-10:15.6
400 meters — Pierce (UM), Pfander
4X400 meter relay — Holy Crpss,
(UM), Hourham (HC)-winning
UMaine, Fitchburg State-winning
time-I:01.7
time-4:03.2
100 meters — Baskin (HC), Williams

UMaine men finish/
fourth in five-team
meet at UNH
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
In what could be called the old Yankee
Conference track meet, the University of
Maine men's team finished fourth
against a difficult field.
Even though the University of Rhode
Island won the New England Indoor
Championships, the University of New
Hampshire was not impressed and went
on to win the meet.
UNH finished with 87 points to 71 for
URI, while the University of Vermont
grabbbed third with 60 1/2. UMaine was
fourth with 42 and the University of
Massachusetts fifth with 32 1/2.
"New Hampshire had the numbers
and the performances," UMaine Head
Coach Jim Ballinger said was the main
reason the Wildcats won the meet.
"They have a vet-)good team with depth
in all the events." ,
LUNH placed in every event except the
5,000 meters and was led by freshman
sprinter Barney Borromeo's two wins in
the 100 and 200 miters.
New Hampshire had eight first-place
'
finishes to Rhode Island's three.
a
,For UMaine, Ballinger said that
dropped baton in the 4X100 meter relay
did not help things, as well as Carl
Smith's tightness in his legs.
"We decided not to rsik an injury and
sit Carl out," Ballinger said.
The two best finishes of the Meet Weir
in the 800 and 1,500 meters, according.
to Ballinger, where two UNH runners
each held off stiff challenges to earn the
wins.
"Both races went down to the end,"
Ballinger said. "One won by half a second and the other by seven-tenths of a
second."
Several Black Bears looked-strcing at
the meet in Rochester, N.H., including
KC Latham, who finished second to
Borromeo in both the 100 and 200
meters.
"Borromeo had both of those races,
hut KC stayed step for step with
everybody else before pulling away in the
last 15 meters," Ballinger said.
Pat O'MitieY ran a strong second in
the 5,000 meters behind URI's Mike
Bragg (14:45.6 to 14:50.3), Ballinger
added.
Ballinger also pointed to Ken

LeVasseur and Jim St. Pierre, who both
threw for personal bests in the discus as
well as a third-place finish in the shot put
by St. Pierre.
"Ken and Jim really had good meets
for us," Ballinger said.
The next scheduled meet is the State
of Maine meet at Colby College Saturday, where Ballinger expects Bates College to be the toughest opponent.
--UNH 87, URI 71, VERMONT 601/2,
UMAINE 42, UMASS 32 1/2
10,000 meters — Cannuscio (UNH),
Neri (URI), Corso (UMass), Hoppler
(URI), Ronchette (UVM)-winning
400 meter relay — UVM, URI,
UMass, UNH-winning time-43.I
- Hammer throw — Walker (URI).
Allen (URI), Fenster (UVM),N4c1Ceowen
(UNH), Agnew (UVM)-winning
throw-I40' 2"
Lang- jump — Hirshfeld (UVM),
Johnson(UM), Velasquez(UNH), Wellington (UNH), Meyer (UNH)-winning
jump-20'
Weisser (UNH), Taylor
Shot putv(UNH), St. Pierre (UM), Bessette
(UVM), Zuliani (URI)-winning
throw-50' 7 1/2"
Pole vault — Aburheart (UNH),
Wright (UNH)-winning height-13'
High jump — Whitney (URI),
Huland (UVM), Debaker (URI),
JohnSon (UM), Wellington (UNH)winning jump-6'$"
1,300 meters — Hall(UNH), Garster
(URI), Flores (UMass), Dunn (URI),
111dky (UMass)-winning time-3:54.6
100 meters — Borromeo (UNH),
Latham (UM), Shaffer(UVM), Currier
(UVM), Grey (UMass)-winning time-11.1
seconds
110-meter high hurdles — D'Andrea
(UVM), Wellington (UNH), Kachmar
(UM), Redman (UM), White (UMass)winning time-I5.3 seconds
400 meters — Brown (UMass), Warreit(URI), O'Shaughnessy (UNH), Norman (UM), (tie)Mason (UVM) and
ViiiihnAUMasiY-winning -time-48.8
seconds
Javelin — Mason (UVM), Sargent
(UNH), Smith (URI), Kent (UVM),
Balkus (URI)-winning throw-195' !Triple jump — Hirshfeld (UVM),
(see TRACK page 141
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Yost said Satuiday that it might take
three weeks to get ExXon'sscleanup plan
completely under way.
_"1 wish- it was • two or three weeks
ago," said Dennis Kelso,'Alaska's environmental chief.
Ws*. who has accused 'Exxon ill
dragging its feet after the Wreck of the
tanker Exxon Valdez on March 24,indicated he would scruircJje plamover
the weekend and •brief Gov. Sieve
Cowper on-n before discAissing it with
z he public.
Yost said he and his advisers *ould
meet Monday with rixon officials in
NIaldei and comment on specifics of the
• ,
•
plan afterward.
"It appears to bea piece of work that's
well thought out." he said Saturday.
Exxon spokesman Don Cornett said
the company would not discuss its plan
until after Yost had fully reviest&u_
Efforts to contain the oil at sea have
been largely _ineffective. Exxon, the
Coast Guard and the oil pipeline consortium Alyvski all have been accused .'
of moving_ toct_Slowly in the raci_ora,,,
staggering logistical task.
About 3.000, rod* beaches were
tainted by oil in Prince William Sound.
- The-44 beaches targeted by the Ville for
immediate cleanup have at 'least 240
miles of often rugged shoreline.
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Just as good as I remelt
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Police Supt. Tony Pratt. asked about •
the decision to open the gates, said.
"Whatever happened there yesterday,
there was a demand for police action and
action was taken.",
Survivor Stephen pooling. 34. defended the police actio0 "The police had to
--open the door because the lads at the
. front were-screaming. They would have
-died there.rat the turnstiles in .id of in
- the ground," Dooling said from his
hospital bed.
Pratt-said the casualty toll stood at 94
dead and 170 injured. Vfany victims were
teen-agers and children, because the
cheap standing-room-only section is
favored by young fans.
•.Seventy-one people were hospitalized,
many in extrem-ely cricial-eCondition.
It was the third major soccer tragedy
in four- years involvirig English teams,
which have been barred from
198$
competition since_ May
European-sc7
because of rioting s by Liverpool. fans.
. A stampede by Liverpool fans at
Heyset
usse-14 in May-1985 •
killed 39 people. Eighteen days earlier.
56soccer fans had dies in afire at Bradford stadium in England.
Lawmakers and other survivors
demanded changed in 'stadium designs
and elimination of anti-riot fences..
"People were caged in yesterday —
people who should have been able to
escape off those terraces, who were killed needlessly," said Liverpool Liberal
lawmaker David Alton.
He said the fences should come doWn
immediately, a demand echoed by Sheffield Labor lawmaker Joe Ashton„ and
Dennis Howell, a former Labor sports
minister. ,
Bert •
president of the
English Football Association, said r
regulations require fences.
"Nevertheless, in light of the appalling tragedy yesterday. 'quite Clearly we
now have to look at the fences and it has
to be a very serious consideration
whether or ttot they have to be pulled
down," he said.
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*Opening

(continued from page 9)

just as good as I remember, making
THANK GOD"
my butt as numb as George Bush's ...
I am sorry, but having that fun-loving
Nah, that's not very nice.
family mascot would have been too
••
muck for me.
My friends got-a kick out of watching
You set, I feel that the Winter Family
a UMaine player chase down a foul ball
Weekend we had some time ago was due
while the ballboy raced him for that
to the Bananas- effect for a kinder,
honor.
gentler University of Maine.
The ballboy 'crept out silently but
Having what has to be one of the
waited to long before making his move,
wont
IIIIIISCOts in sports this sideOf that
not only allowing the player to get the
stupid
thing that roams around The
foul ball but to also turn and scoop him
Spectrum
in Philadelphia is not
up.
The females I was with spouted off something I *prolate 1111Dutiewaillew
about the relative cuteness of the scene.
: well.
another Opening day has come
How typical. Here I am trying to
and
gone.
and UMaine fans are still
follow a 10-9 baseball game with five
some
of
the
hardiest around, braving the
home runs hit in it when I hear, "Oh,
elements
to
see
baseball, football or just
isn't that cute." Disgusting.
about anything outdoors just for fun.
•• •
Without them, there really couldn't be
Bananas was nowhere to be wen.

an opening day.
Dan Bustard is a junior journalism
majorfrom Presque Isle who hopes to
no end that a domed stadium is never
built on or near this campusso as to ruin
such traditions as opening day.
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you AutneNtic ItaliaN CuisiNe..ItaliaN ANtipastos - Pasta,
Veal, ItallaN Searoott, Homemabc
Pastnies 4 Expnesso Coffee

. MEETING
ROOMS
AVAILABLE

Join the number I pass-time activity in the world today!!
!!HORTICULTURE!!
are ,:,rcuscski briow ace open to-ail students who have an
ans phaw hook ulture

Give yourself
a hand
against
breast
cancer or'

SUMMER TIME
OUTDOOR PATIO
AVAILABLE

11114 Is 11 I 1 I

11Q,. tfofficutame. 3 reeks. T Th 11-4215
• General hodicultural pont Oes andlpfachccas_crlaiccd-to-liwts.
wsetahles and omarnentab
•

Visit Our New Solario Venetian
Sunroom For Cocktails.
HOURS:
Monday - Friday
11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

PSS..120. Herbarium Landscape Rant. 3 credits. r -111.10 ir
T 1-3 or W 9-11
Caren the identlication culture and useso brehaorous- plant ma
iersal Inc landscape mtuatrom

Saturday - Sunday 4:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.

PM 122: •Woody Lauticape Rant. 3'crafts. T Th 10-11.
T 1-3 W 9-11
Coven the Identdirahon culture and uses 01 trcvs, shrubs and ground
rovers suitable ix' *SP4'11p fr4and Ian& apes
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Wednesday and ihursday movies, the
free dances and other programming.
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Refrigerator Chair: Responsible for the
renting of the friges and the selling of
the carpets.
Secretary: Responsible for the printing
of flyers and minutes. also keeping

University of Maine students, faculty-andadministrators to meet members of
tWe Soviet delegation from

track of files
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Please note that this is an informal
get-together A press conference
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Rooms at 400-pm, April 1 gth
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$99 Rotmdtrip Airfares
On Northwest Airlines.
r LAX TIDO
r SEA I r MIA
$,PI etgyeafeip

A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.
If‘ou Want to go places Its time for the killer-kali
Faimss* Uni
Because no% You can take advantage of new trawl
prtvilem on Northwest Airlines onItliffjutI-ttme
.4utienV uix)care). the.4merscan Etprm C4m1
Trawl pnvileges that offer

•

Tim $99 roundtrrp tickets—lb to Mall% Of
the mor!_tht‘n_180cities send by Northin the contiguous .114 I nited Slates
Onlv one ticket may be used per six-month penod

NoRniviEsT
AIRLI
NE *erg
Look
101.5

4:teljalQiiarkPlk aVOriblit'd DeSillkilliill DISCOUni%

thitiikhout1*-up to 2tian off most in al!able fares

ennillnrent thniugh this special student tiller
And. of course.‘ou II earn -all the exceptiolul
benefits and personal sestCt. uni_ssotild expect from
ArTlerlCali Express
The oril% requirements for pn‘ile).,tti trawl %uu
must he 3 Cardmember suu must be 3 hill Mlle AU
dent. and you must charge sour Northwest Airlines
tickets with tlir I;ard
(Ruing the t;ard is easier than ever because lob. you can appl% In phone just call 1-800-942-AMEX
We'll take
sour .ipplicatniti and begin to process it
_ .
nght aWa% What s nrore..v.ith our
Apprual offers.
You can qualih now •
••
I k
%fille mu re still in
school
—
.Apph no% 1:1% later
_ • for less

In early February.
University of Maine stuc
da!. had a dream.
The dream to comp
legiate Nationals of I
o‘pril 1-2 in Dallas„'Tex
tic lived his dream.
With his &tenni:ulna
Hallidav. was able to gc
plae fifth in the 220 II
and was named to the
Power I ft ng team.
- -"I -was happy that
petc," Halliday said
In this Competition.
allowed three attempts in
highest weight lifted gc
tifier's total score.-The CC

each weight class.
Halliday's lifts were
and 5-1 lbs in the squat.
dead lift. respectiscly.
In hi.e final attempt tn
Halliday tried es83 lbs.
has put him in .thirsLp
"I was up dose,
"flu . I couldn't come
with it "
1 he winner of Hallida
tilted a total of 1771 lbs

Over I

-

4ptumatic

4
,

5.000 framw miles in Northwests %0K1.1
MS'
five trawl poigram —where onh 20.000 miles gets
%Ott a free roundtnp ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States.or Ca;iada — upon

v Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer

.t.i.lhed and a Winne

Dour,
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•

Apply Now:,1-800-

4.0
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*Fare is for roundlnp trawl on ***:uranwst kin MeS Tickets must he purch.ead within 24 hours
Alter rolitatig resersatioi is Fares et lion refulidable and rio ihnerar:(kit%es 1114%
he
made after purchase Seab at th5 fare are limited AA ITU% not he IqataNe when
sou call Trawl must he completedhs.x.ertilitate expratioli date and Mas nothe
ell1WEL cities to *hid NorthArst tit9es-tiot haw direct ;inlet-horn or
available
behwen
routinp tits fuel tax suritharges notincluded in fare from fioszon I $2 soi Chicago I 001..audilurid
RHATED
$5
a cities it; lin,
1;ertatn blackout dales and other restrictions mas appls For complete offer details
call POO LK: A.MF_X Current student Cardmemhers automaticalh recent!isso 5144 vouches
in the
sonosar Iowa awe..
mad C 14414'unman Express Trasel Related Servicesfainam Inc
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Powerlifter Halliday
finishes fifth at
college nationals
Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
In early February, powerlifter and
University of Maine student Terry Halliday had a dream.
The dream to compete in the Collegiate Nationals of Powerlifting on
Npril 1-2 in Dallas, Texas
He lived his dream.
With his determination and opt:in:via.
Halliday. was .able to go to Dallas anu
place fifth in the 220 lbs. weight class
and was named to the All-American
Posserlifting team.
ssas happy that I got to corn [Me." Halliday said.
In this Competition, each litter was
allowed three attempts in each event. The
highest weight lilted goes towards the
fifth's total scort The sawes-of:each lift
arc tallied and a winner is declared in
each weight class.
Hallidas's lifts were 650 lbs., 363 lbs.
and 5-1 lbs in the squat, bench press and
de:id lin. respeolvely.
In his final attempt -mt-thc squat ovut.
Halliday tried 683 lbs. The lot :would
have put him in ,thttdpiace.
•'1 was up dose, Halliday said.
"Hut. I ctiuldn't come up all tile was
' .with it
the winner of Hallida's weighi class
lilted a total of 1-771 lbs. and was nam --

cd the competition's best lifter. Halliday's total was 1586 lbs.
Halliday said he didn't get to see much
of the competition because it takes away
from one's own performance.
"It's too draining to watch the other
powcrlifters. You just sit in a room and
wait for your turn to lift." he said.
The Skowhe...-9 native received a great
deal of support to get to and during the
nationals. UMaine President Dale Lick,
the Graduate. M Club, Skip Chapelle,
Doug Gelinas, Bill Lucy,'Ian Mct'aw and
coach Ernie Gilbert provided support-i-n--Halliday's journey to Dallas. Steve Murdock, strength ,coach at the U.S. Naval
Academy.,aided Halliday in planning his
strategies at the nationals. •
"I would like to take this opportunity
to .thank everyone who sponsored
me,- he said.
Halliday said the highlight of the nationals was when the super heavyweight
winner bench pressed 600 lbs. This
weight was the most eser accomplished
at the collegiate nationals. The lifter
from Washington totaled almost 2000
lbs. in his final tally.
With his finish in the collegiate na:tionals. Halliday has been invited to
compete in the Senior Powerlifting Nationah in Las Vegas, Nev.. in July: This esent is considered the U.S. championships and is open to all competitors.

5.

THE ART
OF SEEING

PrInciples ,ot-Dimensionak Alt
FALL 19119
No preieguisites
Nonday,s and Wednesdays 2:10-3:2S
AMN•151 - PRINCIPLES OF 2-DIMENSIONA1. ART
4n Intsoduction to Art that otters An analysi,s of
t4.r.lammnta1 pleinisas.onder lying such two-dimenslonAl Art
forms
as painting, drawing, and printmaking. This course is not Aft
historical survey .though key masterpieces from different
periods_
ind.styies-are ,studied.- 1 credits
. FJS tuitLer infoimatioh csw.tac:t:
Prol4ssor.Davld O. Dockom- 111.Carn-Ite Nall

Over half the student population lives off campus.
We need-strong representation.

Elections
for
OCB President and Vice-President
• Elections)for OCB President and Vice-President will be held at the end of April
(date to be announced). To be on the ballot, you must pick up petition forms at
the Student Government Office, 3rd floor Memorial Union. Petitions must be
completed ancrreurned _by Monday, April 24 with at least 25-.signatures of off
campus students.
•
The Off-Campus Boatcl(OCB) represents off-campus qudents by adively promoting their
4 continuing involvement in campus life. Strong le4dership is needed to give our vital organization
direction to prevent bureaucratic strangulation and red tape on campus from isolating a large section
'• • • 'onment(and apathy) in the off-campus
of t
student population.

e.
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•Track
(continued from page 91

Campbell{URI), Joluison(UM), Wood;
cook (UM), Gustayson
(
.UNHywinning
•
jump
-46'40-meter intermediate hurdles —
Bokan(1.NM),Cannon(URI), Hadsell
(UVM), Redmond (UM); Hodson
(UNH)-winning time-55 seconds
80() meters — Covell (UNH), Read
(URI), Haft (UNH), Tolley .(UMass),
Garster (URI)-winning time-114.1,
200 meters — Borromeo-lUNFIl,
Latham(UM).Shaffer(UVM).-Norman
(UM), DeLarose (UMass)-inning
time-22.5 seconds
Discus — Weisser (UNH), Walker
(URI), LeVasseur(UM),St. Pierre(UM),
Wellington (UNH)-winning throw-156'
3"
5,000 meters —' Bragg (URI).
O'Malley .(UM), Hagan (UMass).
Wallace (lJMass), Coro:ken (UMass)winning time-14:45.6
1,600 meter relay — UMass, URI.
UNH,UVM-no time available

NHL

Elite Maine
runner Ellis
dies in NH
DERRY, N.H. (AP) — Bruce Ellis,
one of Maine's foremost distance runners„ died of an apparent heart attack
two days before he was scheduled to
compete in the Boston Marathon.
Ellis, a. 37-year-old real estate appraiser from Sheepscot. Maine, was
stricken Saturday at his-parent's home
in Derry.
Ellis was a veteran of 23 marathons,
including the _1981- 010111)k _lriAk
marathon in New Jersey, where he finished 29th. His personal best was a 2:17:54
at the Twin Cities Marathon in 1986. ..
He was a two-time winner of the
Sugerloaf Marathon and he won the
1986 Maine (oast kind 1987 Casco Bay
•
marathons. -. Earlier this month, Ellis ran his fastest
10-kilometer race of his life, finishing the
Boston Milk Run in 10 minutes, eight
seconds and placing 18th in an elite international field..
-I'm in wry good shape and I'm sets
strong,1•' Ellis said last week

1 en liarlo*. retinng director of sports information, throws out the first pitch
at the home opener for _like Unisersit of islaine baseball team. a Mg nin
o.er the t nisersity of Hartford.

..!4J,...!4‘110.1..t
For fall and summer
Ca11:941-9113
866-2516
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Business Career Seininar tor Juniors

•
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9% 11 am
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BangorI,Dunge

BOOKSTORE
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General Book Department
Stock Reduction Sale
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Retail Prices on titles
from most subject areas.
Tues. - Wed. - Thurs.
L. April 18, 19 and 20.
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countinl! Sessi.)n 1)t N1c1 Ms( lire
I !mince Su•ssion • f)r
7,nis NI:Connell
Ntinagernent Scs-lc•ri Dr Jeff Pin-to
Markenr.,4 Session Dr Mary licit,. P.c.-FS-to NIJIce the Most of Ibis
‘,ummer's Job
Builrfine Your Resme.
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Co-sponsored by the College of &sines
Admiiirstration iind -the Coreer Center
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NHL Playoffs at a glance
Patrick.Division Final
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
Adams Division Final
noston at Montreal
Norris Division Final
Chicago at St. Louis
Smythe Division Final
elégary

not really worried

•

Divisional finals begin Monday

SAN DIEGO(AP).— Pete Rose sass
heck of his that was confiscated in a
he's not worried aboii:t how he'll emerge
1984 gambling raid was for a real estate
from an investigation of "serious allega- _venture that didn't pan out. He said ihe
tions" being conducted by Major League -check, for $19,000, was later returned to
Baseball7—
—
7"When you're not doing nothing, why
While playing for the Montreal Expos,
worry?" the Cincinnati manager said. Rose wrote the check to convicted
"People who do something worry. Peo- bookmaker Joseph Cambra, 66, of
ple that worry jump off bridges. I can
Somerset, Mass. •
k across any bridge in the world."
On_ftislay, Bristol County. Mass.,
he office of Commis0°0r
attorney's spokesman Jim Amrlarnarn i II1VCS
said
there wes.no direct connection
reportedly for gambling. If he's found to
between
the check-which he said was tor
have bet on baseball, he could be
suspended for a year. Betting on Reds" $27,000-and gambling.
Rose said Saturday that the check was
games could bring a lifetime ban.
for property in Somerset
Rose said Saturday that a personal

"HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

When rn_y friends and I graduated
froin WTI sthool,--we all took part-time
jobs to payforcollege.
They ended up in car Washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for-little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one .
weekend-a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,0004or college.
Because I joined my local-Army
National Guard:
l'hey'.re the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense. Sur since I'm-helping them-dortach
an importantjoVthey re helping me
make it through school.

As somasI finished Advanced
Training,the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000.I'm also getting
another $5,000for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army ,
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 overthe six years,
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan,the
-Guard-will help me pay it back —utito
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000 —or more
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE,TOO.
SEI YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS,CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-760V-0R MAIL THIS
COUPON.
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MAINE DAY
STUDENT WORKERS NEEDED!

tf you haven't yet signed up to work on a MAINE DAY SERVICE PROJECT, contact
Jenn
membef—o4—the-Itudeflt Alumni Association or Nancy Dysart at
581-ALUM (2586).
Here are the projects that still need workers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
—7.
8.
9.
10.

Crosby Hall, relocate library
Poultry Building, renovation work
Alumni Hall, paint and clean windows
Barrows Hall, Room 8, paint walls
.
PICS Building, clean grounds
Onward_Building, rake, pick up grounds
Crossland Alumni Center, clean attic
Neville Hall, organize computer science
office
Memorial Union, Dean Rand's Office
University Campus, Campus Center

(10-12 students)
(12 students)
(4-6 students)
(2-3 students)
(4-6 students)
(30 students)
(8 students)
(24 students)
(10 students)
(50 students)

Recruit your friends. . .
Call TODAY. . .
Sign up now!

PARTICIPATE IN MAINE'S "GROWING TRADIT
IONS!"
THANK YOU to these organizations and
departments who have already sig
ned up!
Admissions Office
Football Team
AGR_Engineering
Gamma,-Sigma Sigma
Air- Force ROTC
Gannett-Hall'
All Maine Women
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Alpha Gamma Rho
Liberal Studies pepartment
Alpha Phi
Mechanical Engineering Departmen
t
Alpha Phi Omega
Off Campus Board
Alpha Omicron Pi
Onward Program
Alpha Tau Omega
Payroll/Personnel Office
Alumni Association
Penobscot Hall
American Society of Mechanical Engi
Pla
nt and Soil Sciences
neers
Athletic Department
Public Affairs Office
(PICS)
Botony Department
Senior Skulls
Business Administration
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Chemistry Department
Sophomore Eagles
Circle K International
Sophomore Owls
Computer Science Department
Student Activities Office
)!:
Corbett Hall
Student Alumni Association
Crosby Lab
Tau Beta Sigma
Daily Maine Campus
Telecommunications Office
Delta Delta Delta
Theta Chi
Delta Zeta
University Campus, Campus
Center
Electrical Engineering Department
University Libraries
Facit,ities Management
fice-Preildenti-Research and
Public Servicf
Financial Management Association

a ...at..

as •

